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CONTRIBUTORS IN THIS ISSUE—

HUGH EDWARD RICHARDSON Held diplomatic assignments in Lhasa (1938-40 & 1945-50) and Chungking (1947-48); reputed for linguistic abilities, knows several Asian languages, speaks Lhasa cockney and reads classical Tibetan with native intonation, conversed with the poet Tagore in Bengali; for several terms Professor in Tibetan Language and History at University of Washington, Seattle, USA; recipient of the Gold Medal of the Royal Central Asian Society, UK; leading authority on history of Tibet, ancient as well as modern.

MICHAEL AIFS Took Honours in Modern History at Durham University, UK; author of a dissertation entitled 'Scientific Exchange between Europe and the Far East 1680-1750'; has interest in Tibetan history and civilization from school days and began study with Tibetan monks in UK; immediately after graduation came to Lhasa and is tutor to the two youngest royal princesses since August 1967.

HOPE NAMGYAL Gyalmo of Sikkim; graduate of Sarah Lawrence-College (USA); though a student of Western Arts and Humanities took special optional courses in Asian History and Culture and obtained top grading for work on East Asia, Sikkim and India; presently engaged in a programme relating to traditional economy, land-tenures and occupational patterns of Sikkim.

NAEINAKSHA DUTT Vice-President: Namgyal Institute of Tibetology; President: Asiatic Society, Calcutta 1958-62; formerly Professor of Pali, University of Calcutta; leading authority on Buddhism - Pali and Sanskrit.
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